As technology changes so does the environment. Cove is a versatile power and charging solution designed to seamlessly integrate power and USB charging ports into a variety of spaces. It can change any area into a powerful multi-functional space. Ideal applications include conference tables, training tables, and workstations.
C O V E

Power/Data Details

- Surface mount with spill resistant receptacles
- Choose 2 power receptacles/1 bottom convenience outlet or 2 power receptacles/2 charging USB/2 bottom convenience outlets
- 2.1 amp USB power ports feature enhanced USB charging technology
- Extra convenience outlet(s) on the bottom are perfect for stationary accessories like lamps, monitors, and CPUs that do not need to be accessed often
- Painted steel with 9’ power cord
- Available in black with black receptacles, white with white receptacles, or silver with black receptacles
- ETL Listed

Recommended Table Cutout:

| 2 power receptacles/1 extra outlet on bottom | 2.0” x 5.25” |
| 2 power receptacles/2 charging USB/2 extra outlets on bottom | 2.0” x 7.25” |

Special attachment hardware is included for use with glass, quartz, solid surface, KrystalCast, or PowerEdge tops.